ExpressVote XL™
Full-Face Universal Voting System

**Protective Cover**
Provides privacy when units are set up back to back and protects the touch screen when unit is in storage or being transported.

**Power Status Panel**
Includes on/off, power source and battery status indicators. Internal battery charges any time the rolling cart is plugged into a standard power outlet.

**32" Interactive Screen**
The full-face tiltable screen can display an entire election on one screen. Voters can view the ballot in their chosen language.

**Rolling Cart**
Large, heavy-duty, lockable wheels make for smooth steering, easy transport and stability.

**Certified EAC**

**Printer & Scanner**
Digital scanning and printing of voter verifiable paper record.

**Privacy Curtain**
Supported by telescoping curtain holders. Curtain is stored on back of unit.

**Card Slot**
Voters insert paper card here to activate vote session. Paper is quickly accepted, marked and securely deposited after tabulation.

**Secure Card Container**
Stores printed vote summary cards.

**Fully ADA-Compliant**
Accommodates the full range of human diversity, including physical, perceptual and cognitive abilities. Screen is adjustable for both standing and seated voters. An accessible keypad equipped with braille and the ability to use rocker panel and Sip-and-Puff devices make ExpressVote XL a truly universal solution.
ExpressVote XL Key Features

Adding to the versatile Universal Voting System family, ES&S introduces the ExpressVote XL — a full-face Universal Voting System that serves every voter and combines all contests for the jurisdiction on an easy to use 32” HD interactive screen. The XL also includes an independent voter-verifiable paper record that is digitally scanned for tabulation.

FLEXIBLE

The Electionware® Election Management System provides many layout options, including grid style for party voting in rows or columns. This configuration can easily be managed by jurisdictions, allowing for the most efficient use of the ExpressVote XL screen. The ExpressVote XL is used during early voting or in precincts and vote centers on Election Day to serve every eligible voter, including those with special needs.

VERIFIABLE PAPER RECORD

The ExpressVote XL uses a paper card to activate a voting session, then prints a summary of the voter’s selections on that same card to create a verifiable paper record. Unused blank activation can be stored for use in other elections, eliminating paper waste.

SECURE TABULATION

Internal memory stores the vote data for each cast record. The XL can be configured to store an image of the scanned vote summary card. At poll close, vote data and images are saved to a proprietary ES&S flash drive to be uploaded into Electionware. To ensure security and protect voter anonymity, each summary card image file is stored with a random file name. System access during equipment preparation, testing, and operation is restricted by access codes, physical locks, and seals.

COMPATIBLE

Works in conjunction with:
- ExpressPoll® Electronic Pollbook
- DS200® Precinct Scanner & Tabulator
- DS850® High-Speed Scanner & Tabulator
- DS450® High-Throughput Scanner & Tabulator
- Electionware® Election Management Software

For more product information visit www.essvote.com